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ABSTRACT
Providing an education that meets the needs of

individual letrners has generated a variety of programs to
individualize instruction. This variety has motivated the development
rf a descriptor to relate features of instructional programs which
offer indivieualization. This descriptor identifies, guantilkies and
graphicallurepresents the significant dimensions of a program's
individualization. Daring the development of the descriptor, a
prelisiniry version was field tented at 15 sites .with programs in
mathematics, reading, and teacher education. The utility of the
descriptor was ezasined fcir purposes of description, comparison, and
development. The descriptor proved to contribute to communication,
disseglwitiotit and development regarding individualization.
(Author)
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1rdividualization of instruction is a goal sought by educators

at many levels and in many educational institutions. Public school

teachers and admin1str4tors, research and development centers, and

commercial publishers continue to seek ways to support the efforts

of teachers to serve the needs of individual learners. Currently a

wide range of instructional designs is ideptified as individualized

instruction, National programs such as IPI, PLAN, and TGE represent

but a small part of the total.national effort to individualize 'Instruction.

Progress in the movement toward increased individualization has

been namered by an inability to communicate intent. Among professionals

this inability to communicate ideas about individualization of instruction

hai many implications Members\ of instructional teams are hampered

in their efforts to conceptualize program intent and implement a

coordinated instructional team effort. Classroom teachers are not

acquainted with the terminology which effectively ex6resses their needs

and instructional concerns. Researchers do not have thelerminology

that they can use to construct hypotheses which have meaning to other

professionals,, Develonerc are not fully aware of the intentions their

nnducts are to serve Observers cannot renort clearly their impressions

about functioning orograms from which they or others may wish to borrow.

r( nti fc,31 puhlishers In not provide the materiels required for

supporting individualizing Instruction. Administrators have few bases

un wht(n moe ludrentc concerninq nither Individualizing goals they
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seek for their schools or assessment cif the progress being made toward

IndividuallZatiOn by the schools for whiciy they are responsible.' To

serve these communication needs, the pelsrlitorikagitidualized

Instruct109,00s been develoned.

This paper describes the protess by which the Descriptor was

developed, the characteristics and use of the completed Descriptor

and the problems which must be resolved prior to the DeScriptk$

use as a research tool.

DiVELOPPINT OF THE DESCRIPTOR

The Descriptor was developed over a two year period. This

Process included an examination of the literature related to

individualizatino, consultation .withnualified Professionals,

Preparation of instruments measuring activity in each cceponent and

field testing of specific instruments prior to the testing of the

Descriptor.

The Descriptor was tested as a comlete system in order' to

evaluate its ut.ility and Practicality and to test its acceptability

to edicators and researchers as a meaningful tool. In *der to test

the 1e .criotor linder different circionstances, field tests were performed

in a nueber Of different settings and in different subject matter

areas The subject Platter areassflected as renresentative were

individualized nrOqrAmS in.matbemdtiCS1 reading and teacher education.

lon field tests fnr each of the three areas selected, efforts

were mode to test the* application of the comrehensive system in

'ternative purposes 4ence, field tests included, a) program
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descriptions..b) comnarisons be tween program descriotions of

different programs and c) cmnarisons between the goals and practices

of certain programs to support program development,

Identifying Affects of Individualization

The lack of consistency among educators as to either the nature

of the individualizing experiences or the characteriStics of programs

which nurtUre such experiences was observed by students and faculty

particioating in a mathematics education seminar in the spring

semester of the 196$40 school year. Early in their efforts to study

instructional system 11 became evident that comnicition about what

one observed was extremely difiJcult. To solve this commynication

problem the grout) set out to devise a scheme for reporting their

observations. The present develonmentil effort is an extension of the

early woric of that seminar,.

SevIral literatures were reviewed in developing the Descriptor.

First the subject of individual differences in learning as considered

from the two distinct perspectives offered by learninn theorists and

school personnel was examined for insignts into variables appropriate
2

for consideration in classroom learning. Second, aspects of instruction

and instructional procedures dealt with in a variety of theoretical and

anecdotal reports were reviewed, Dese sources identified or examined

1

All sources consulted Joint) the
are identified in Applipil: Bibli ra h

Psgts,inaCq.1214-411=11112V14111Uot:r0

development of the Descriptor
on Individualized Instruction,

Deve Procedures s an

T-raaat f on, TRTWir----
ElucafTnn, Grant O1G.0-72-1254, op 117-111,

2 For PgaMD1P4 ;PP tObPrt M, rogne, "learning Research and Its

implications for Indevenden.. leatninn,' in Pobert A weisgerter
Persopctives In InOividual zed teaming (Itasca, F. E Peacock.

Tric 711MT-Cp- -12711
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snecific features of classroom eractice,, important to individualizing-

3
snstructitm Finally, taxonomies descriwng individualizing

Procedures were studied., Tnpse references offered different category

4systes for describing instruction,

'The review of current literature relating to individualized

instruction yielded several imoresSions. First, one notices t very*

narrow vie* of Instruction.. For.examole, learner rate is there

instructional feature thlt is often addressed. Second, one is

again impressed by the' gulf between theoretical research .in learning

differences and studies of educational nractsce. Third, limited

attention has been given to the mapping of a coPprehensive piiture of

individualized instruction.

Conferences with consultants offered Immediate responses to

early versions of the Descriptor. Each of four consultant ireetings

addressed soecific features of the current versions of the Descriptor.

These featioes included the choice of major Comonents identified to

destribe individualized instruction, the terminology used within the

Descriptor comonents and the tochnioues being used to collect the

data to sucoort the description,

Conferences were scheduler' during the months when the Descriptor

was being designed and Offerent versioos and data gathering techniques

3. For example, see Fred T. wilhelms, The Curriculum and
Individual Differences' In Nplsnn A. Henry (fd 1, Individualizlja
Instruction, 61st 4earbook %5S1 frnicann UniversTry of Cliriago Press5
1Wrir-1-6"2 74

4 Piurtre rotten. rli !ndlottualized Instructtm A ofccrtpttwe
. .And' Mrr /Orli Tea( !i),-,r..;(1;11,40,

a
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olere betnq field tested by tle staff The topics of the sessions were

theor/ of instriittlon, Marl is sch001 use of the Descriptor, research

use of the Descriptor and the anoliefition of the Descriptor to

teacher education The i:onsultants for each Session were chosen for

their background in ttl4Se educational fields where expert respOgses

were eonsidered to -be necessary land most helpful to the continued

develoOment of the Descriptor

otiotilifof Data Gatheria.5tralmiss

'The first step in (ivising technioues for obtaining information

was to visit several individualized instructional programs,. These

initial vlsitsvere undertaken to respond to Such concerns ass what

types of actrVity could one exoect to see in an individualized

program' Which ()Cooties are relevant to observe' Who would one like

to tali to about,the Prorrar0 Conclusions from these visits contributed

directly to the develonment,of a data-g4thering strategy as well as to
4

cortoonent definition and delineation.

Experience began to suggest that many asbects of individualization

would by diffir.ult to Otlerye directly' These aspects included the

organization of instructional materials. the direction Of IPOrners through

the prnqrae-1, the hIndlinq of rertain instructinnal decisions, the

percewons of learrPr and instructors rsmard!ng thi,.ir roles and

rPrjrrnr,ftilitfrfc, ind the' 71intpnlhre Of 1-nqram recordc 'Because all

4

ric fhWje acreci ware ce1,040rP1 to ho rCOrtArit to thP complete

docrrinf, r of fliil+JII/PO wit,rti(?10/4:, an early decie;*nn was r)rilt



to try a variety of techniques for gathering informatiOn concerning

the complex nature of indtvimaliked instruction:

nirect observation was examined as a techninue for describing

nroyams Becau,e individualized programs ray be characterized as

a v)Tlety of plan& for activities over several days, one day's sampling

not only nroduced limited results but probably produced biased reporting

of the actual distribution of group sizes and media types. Interviews

with learners And instructional oersonnel were also tried, The

, instructors were found to offer an essential source of information for

the accurate portrayal of the Program, even though their responses

c'ay have nen !!ted some bias

Combining observation and interview, a Pattern was slowly

developed that included presentation of the Descriptor. To acquaint

nrogra" mrsyinel with the Descrtntor, its components of individualization

and its terminology, a seriei of overlays for use with an overhead

orojector wag devplcopd. Thp tranSparencies showed the components

and then showed 4 variety of program descrtptions for each component

These transparencies were used to assist viewers in understanding

components and the possible ranges of variation, Viewers were then

called pimp to describe the anpronriate nepresentatiOn of the comoonent

for the prove, they were describing. either by relating it to One

of fhP em4r,nlet. (if the ,or -re ,3r)nrnDriatO or by suggesting a nee

,ttarn ryf rer)resnTAtton

!rloi4 "Pi! tP)rh with mrOlvi4A)s diui with groups

Iccnri4tPti with y ifl/ie " In The IitTrIr ClCe, the



group achieved a cbnsensus in their discussions before the Descriptor

component was filled in. An anecdote! record noting points brought

out in discession Or deliberation was maintaind to provide clarifi-

cation or additional information, This information was incofoorated

into a written staterent of from two to four pages,. which accompanied.

the filled-in Descriptor. With little variation, this group interview

was oracticed throughout the reminder of the project during the field

testing of the completed

asiticedyrEs_
The rationale of the Descriptor field test was to determine the

utility of -such a Descilotor in describing individualizing aspects of

Programs in mathematic reading and teacher education, Fifteen

sites were selected "Oughoot the country including elerentary

schools, high schools and colleges.

The Descriptor was used in three different modes. One was-to

relate the characteristics of functioning individualized programs. A

second mode itas the comparison of a staff's functioning program with

that staff's ideal program. A third use, of this Descriptor was as

a guide for those staffs that were developing their own individualized

Programs,

From the esperiences that the developers had with the Descriptor

during the field tests, modifications were suggested for the final form

of the Descriptor, These modifications were made in order to clarify

And simplify some of the terminology and organization of the Descriptor,
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'these revisions, also clarify the Rescriptor fdr educators who would

be using the Descriptor themselvel. To simian the use of the Olscriptor

by other educators, a Useestanual was prepared as part of the

final retort, This Manual describes the color coding system., defines

vie terms used, and outlines proceduf for gathering data

COMPLETEM6CRIPMR,

The Descriptor categorizes an instructional progra, tAto ten

components'. nine that ray be consideled oroceduray (2tItctkrs.

se w, redid, mard ktmlal. etc,) and one thot tries to "set the

scene" (wrorasantekt). Each of the procedural enti ;hen

examines the iechnioues used to indiodualize that ceeponent. This

information includes. A) the iariety of options that are used by

different learners in the program, b) who is making decisions that.

learners will use a-certain option, c) the extent to which these'

dkisionsare based upti recorded information about the learners,

d) the extent to which planning sessions are held and reklarly

scheduled.to Nina the vari?ti available and e) the participants

#

in these planning sevongr, The oevised Descrintor is shown in

Ftgurp

Al 1 dat! is coded On the Descriptor in color_ Red, blue ,and

yellow indicate decision making by the learner, the instr or the

Program, ISvecttvelY Oth0r descriptive features of the program are

soown wilts /men
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pescrTtOr Convonents
Mit

The DeScriOto! focuses on three rAafor areas of organization

Nhich, may occur iri an 'individualized orogr m: aims, instructional

features aAd monagement of program,. Each of these areas is further

divided into cnmoonents, An introduclory component, Program_contea,

identifies the institutional Setting of an instructional program.

It providts information about theAeneral characteriStics of the program.,

being described. and identification of the source of data used in the

description. The cOmoOnent 11415 three sections. The first identifies

tmetner tho orogram being described is a functioning program or whether

It is an image of an deal program. The second examines the institutional

(haracteristics of the nem 1. The third identifies the sources .

through which the data .was gathered.

Aims. The aims of an instructional program are the goals toward

which the nrolram is directed The two comoonents areMbiktives and

Learner Assessment Procedures. Obiecti4es shows the directions toward

'which a program is designed. Learner Assessment Procedures shows the

meonds used Within the instructional program to determine the extent

to which tkelearnArs are progressing in the desired direction.

Th Oble_ctiyes ccmoftent refers to the stated purposes of the

instructional program. The description of instructional objectives is

doop in two d'mensions the type of oblective, and the way the

Oiectives are identified with the learners, The use of information in

of*,critonn alectiv 1y Ikt, documented. The Descriptor considers
Nr$

tops of rte 0,111s and concepts, interests and attitudes,

cnnstructinns And interpersonal relations. There are three ways in which
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the obiectives can be identified with the learner, the same, or all

learners, differentiated for certain grouns oriTarners, or identified

for individual learners;

The Learner Assessment ProcedUres component relates how the

learners are assessed by showing the kinds of learner attributes assessed

as well as the procedures that are used for esessment.. The recording

of information from these procedures-is also docUmented. The kinds ,of

learner attributes assessed are in the same four" categories as the

objectives:. skills and concepts, interests and attitudes; construction

making, and faerpersonal relations. The provedures for obtaining

information about the learners include testing (pre-unit.; mid-unit,

and post-unit tests), conferences, products or other observations:

Instruction. Instruction is the specific procedural components

of a,program.. The fivecomoonents included are.: sequence, Rate, Media,

Grosilland Program Nairn. Sequence shows the possible ordeks) of

instructional units. Rate .shows the ariabilit.y of-the number of units

completed by-learners. liiedia shows the kinds of Medals used for

instruction. Groupings ows the number of learners working together

during instructional situations. Program pattern shows the sequence

of assessment and instructional activities repeated within each

instructional unit.

The Sequence component refers to the.her in which units of

instroctioal material an studied by learners. In most individualized

prograls, materials are organized into chapters units, or modules
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or'olher PaCkages This component examines the option l available

to learners for studyinq those units% Though units are made up of

instructional content, this component does not examine the organization

of content either within or across units, bui'only the alternative

sequential order of the units.

The Rate.comoonent examines the relative lengths of, time learners.

snend with the in4tructional program. The rate at which a learner

Passes thiough a.broiram denends both on the variety of options the

program makes available to him and on the Speed at which he works:

The Rate component measures the extent of variation in learner progress

which results from a combination of program options and individual

differences. The bar graph relates learner progress through the program

to the number of units (however defined-for--each program) completed. -

The Media component.describes four different categories of media

being used to present the subject matter to the learfters and identifies

the amount of time (as a percentage) learners spend with these four

categories of media. The four categories of media are: reading

materials, audio-visual materials, manipulative materials and-learning

situations where no media is used. Also shown for each media category

is the ariety of materials included in the category as well as who .

:dete i ines that learners will use these materials and whether recorded

information is used in making these decisions.

The Grouping component describes three categories of association

with other individuals which learners may experience'within the program.

These three categories are Self, Grouped Without Instructor and
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Grouoed With Instructor, The component also identifies four size

classifications for the latter two grouping categories: peer tutor

alone (1-to-1)', small group (2-7). medium group ( -20), large group

(21 or mo+). These sub4liyisibns create a total of nine category-.

size chararieristies for describing grouping. The use of these

category-size characteristics is 44orted as a percentage, of total

instructional time. Also shown is who determines that learners will be

grOuped in these categories and whether recorded information is used

Wmaking these decisions.

The PrommIttleni component describes the learner's progress',

through an instructional pnit. It indicates the relationship bitween

a learner's instructional activities and the assessment which may follow

or precede these activities by mea of flowchart symbols. Decisions

roridentified within the unit are co coded.

Management. The management of an instructional program is the

manner in which the learner resources ,Ire allocated. Two components

'under the Malmement area areRecord of Information and Use of

Intonation. Record of-Information shows what specific classifications

of informationiere kept. Use of Information shows who is using this

recorded information. The extent to which planning sessions are used

to allocate resources is shown within other omnonents.1

The Record of Information component relates the manner in which

the program stores information both about the learners and about the

program. Types of information about thelearners are separated into

two major classifications: Learner Assessment and Learner Use of Program

.



'(pt ions. Type. s of information about the program are separated int

two major classifications: Instructors and Option Availability.

These classifications are further categorized. Storage .foroS are

established for each. category of information. The storage forms

identified are , computer, record file, portfolio rd other.

The Us,. of Information 'component relates what recorded

Anformation is used by the participants of the program for program

decisions. The categories of information' are Identical to the categories

listed in the Record `of Information cott;ponent" and can be read frOm

that component by reading down. )h?.- rectangles are color coded to show

who uses the particular categories of recorded information for making

program decitions.

//

THE US OF THE DESCRIPTOR AS A RESEARCH TOOL

This section disc ses the Descriptor for individualized

Instruction An terms of is applicability to future educational research.

There are/many issues which must be resolved if the Descriptor is

to be used as a research tool. The introduction of any new, proposed

research,instrument raises traditional questions concerning the validity

and! reliability of the instrument. The paradigm on which the instrument

is' based is also subject to scrutiny.

complexity of

Because the complexity of individualization is a major contributing

factor to the problems inherent in these traditional issues, it is

useful to map out the complexity before considering the use of the

Descriptor ',r emoirical research.
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The extent of information generated by this examination of

programs may easily be communicated. Figure 2 is a matrix showing the

procedural components of, instruction that are identified by the

Descriptor forindivdualized Instruction as will as the techniques through,

which individualization of a.component.may be achieved. 'Each cell

of the matrix represents a set of responses for specific kinds of

information about a program. For example, cell 01 represents

information about the-variety of'objectives offered learners within

a program. This can include the kinds of objectives identified

within this prograM (skills and concepts, interests and attitudes,

construction making, and interpersonal relations) as well as the

extent to which each kind of objective is 'differentiated for different

students within the program (same for all, differentiated by group,

differentiated by. individual).* The possible range of responses for a

given program within this one cell is great. For example, there is

the possibility for a program description to include the extent to which

the objectives are differentiated (e.g., some of the objectives May be

"'same for all," some may be assigned to groups and some may be identified

with individual learners). Similarly-each cell in Figure 2 can

represent detailed information,about'specific techninues being used to

individualize. an instructional program.

The amount of data which may be provided by this detailed

examination of procedures. within at/instructional program 'is demo9strated

by a questionnaire being developed to secure the information.
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...............,

Nature of Recorded
Information Used

...........

Who Uses This 5

Recorded Information

Planning Sessions Held

6

.

.

Planning Sessions
Regularly Scheduled 7

Persons Included in
Planning Sessions

Included in this category is whether the availeable options are Tecorded

(and how they are recorded). This informatimannears in the cOmoment

labeled Record of Information: /1150 included in this category is whether

the nntioTc-ifi)-Y--ii-refrcis4'F for each student is recorded (and how

recorded). This information also annrats in the component labeled Record

of Information
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This ouestionoairo 0,,os an interactive computer nrogram, branching

on the basis of responses to multi-choice Questions. This

comity:wed ouestionnaire will contain over 5,000 questions.

There are also interdenendencies across cells and within

cells in the. information matrix. For example. if objectives are

differentiated for grouns or individuali (cell 01), the Persons who

decide that certain objectives are annropriate for groups or for

individuals (cell 02) may differ, as may the kinds of recorded

informatihn used to make this,identification of objectives with

learners ete11 05). So too. the kind of assessment Procedures used

within a grogram (cell 1.1) may depend Upon thekinds of objectives

that are included with a program (cell 01).

Reliability and yalidity,in the Context of Individualization .

The great detail iii, infortaation describing all learner uses of

instructional ontions within an individlalized program makes it very

difficult to annly tradition 1 standards of validity and reliability.

There are two major issues whi0 must be addressed.in this context

before systematic research can xamine programmatic features of

individualized instruction. First,, what do "validity" and "reliability"

mean when Applied to a descriptor \hat portrays considerable detail

across an entire program? Second, what are the imnlications of the

paradigms used to categorize and describe thP complex programs

observed'



There aro ereciW wan n95 for the terms "validity" and

'reliability, though validity (face, ontent and oredictive

.validity) and rellabtAity were considered throughout the development

of the Descriptor, they vir*e not assessed by .formal statistical
6

Procedures, The face validity of the Descriptor (the educational

importance or usefulness of the Descriptor) and the content

validity of the Descriptor, although not formolly tatiSfled thr.ough

statistical criteria, were sunoorted by resnonses that the staff

received from many educators (consultants and site 'nersonnel) who

observed the Desroptor in ,both its developmental and' final form,

Thp issues relating to fate and content, validity can be directly'

assessed by traditional statistical procedures.

Assessing same of the issues raised by the predictive

validity and/or the concurrent validity of the Descriptor mudl!be

oostnnned until more is known about the.orecise uses to which

aducators nut the Oescriotor (and until alternative descriptive instruillents

are constructed to describe in!tivi6alized instruction). There are. however

asnects of the oredicive validity Of the Descriotor which soon can be

5. Robert L. Thorndike (Ed.), Educational Measurements
Second Edition. Washing/on, P. C.: ArTeFican lreityF'1"&TruZati on .
1971.

6, Oes.crff_)tar foil. Individualized instructiont Development
Procedures aria Results, ParTi I of 4 r6i51- renort to the iationar
Tr-Ts-Mae of aticifl-W, Washington, D. C., Grant No. 0EG-0-72-1254s

1973, on. 42-A.
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examined. first is the extent to"wfiich the Descrint)r communicates

4
the pacameters that can be OSed fur IndividuaLizing Instruction,

Second t;le,extent to which trio information recorded on the

Descriptor 1esfrites the salteqt features of an individualized

ihStructinnal nronram to 'rsonS'who have never seen the Program.

Wird is 'the extent to which the Descriptor oicks up the salient

dt ffprpnces between, two programs that are individualizing instruction

In IttfrfPet ways. Fourth is the PxtPnt to which the categories

represented by the .nercriethrx4see diagram 1) can be used to identify

discrete budget 'characteristics of individualized instructional

orogram5. These issues can and will be tested formally in the, near

future,:

Although the.develoorental staff has worked to limit the

8
sources of error in comileting the nescrintor , some aspects of

reliability created real problems for analyzing the reliability of

the data recorded on the Descriptor.

These problems stemmed from the fact that many trdividualized

instructional rrogram offer extremely complex environments to an

observer, The first problem is ob,,erving the variety of options

used within a classroom providing instructional alternatives. The

exercise of the full range of options within a orogram may only occur

after a period of one 6r mo/r school years. The second problem

7. Skuldt is rireseltly conducting a Study with Practicing
teachers to see to what eqent the Descriptor communicates the variety
that can occur 4ithin programs that are 'individualized" is well as

the nossible techniques that can be employed to "individualize" an

instructional orogram.

P. See the surge 'el rlrocedures for gathering da.a, User's

"anual, nn, 47-106. Al ) see discussion on paget 6, 7 of this uaner.

11
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IS obsPrvlip deciclon making nrOcesS being used to identify

a particular instructional alternativemith a'narticular student.

Uithin.a classroom that is emnlnying individualized instructional
,

nrograms, it is difficult to locate the events where snecific decisions

9
Occur.

If one had the time and resources to directly observe's

classroom using an individualized instructional program over an

extensive neriod of time (a year or more), the variety of options

u.:0(1 within that classroom might be canable of being observed and

recorded. in this war thn reliability of the information in cells 01

through 01 (see figure 2).could be, determined by comparing the data

on the Descriptor' with the data frnm other kinds of direct classroom:.

observation. This test of reliability, however, would cover only

the variety of ontions used by learnerwithin an individualized

instructional program.

Reliability is also needed about other techniques used for

individualizing clAsroom instruction in addition to the variety

of instructional notions used, Information about the techniques

used to manage the variability qithin an individualized program also

needs to be tester, for reliability. These management techniques

include, for example, whJ (learner, instructor, program) is determining

that a narticular alternative will be used and unOn what kind of recorded

9. For exar)le, it was observed by Philfp Jackson that the
number of daily decisions in a traditional classroom runs into the
thousands. P. Jackson,'Life in Claisrooms, New York: Holt, Rinehart
a'd Winston. 1968.
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infnrmatinn (if and those decision are to be made. It is important

to realize that the manarnent techniques being used to support

different learner rise of instructional alternatives can be extremely

critical to lnalvzirg the strategies being implemented in different

individualized nrograms.

As innnrtaht as the information about a program's management

techniques 4s to understanding how that program is operating within

a clawromm, it is also this' information for which there may exist

no traditional methods for a reliability test to be realistically

achieved by educators. Although it is certainly reasonable to ask

how the .alternatives offered within an instructional program are

identified with learners, it may not be reasonable to exPect to-.get

answers that can be directly verified to the extent that a reliability

test can be completed.

In fact, the experiences of the developers in trying to

describe the management techniques used within an instructional
0

nrogram resulted in a snecific procedure for gathering this infOrmation.

This procedure (using the Descrintor as a guide) included an interview

with 'a growl of teachers involved in(the nrograni, an Interview with r

a group of learners in' the program,. some observation Pf they program

in action and feedback 'to the entire program teaching staff in order

that nrevious answers and-observatinns could be modified.

Althnuqh this suggested data gathering procedure provided less

error than others attennted by the developers, it doe.Oiot satisfy.'

the renuifements of a reliability study. For example,; here are still

unanswered questions about how to actually locate a particular set of
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rldssr00.1 3pocion41. and wolat kind of orror5 may Occur with different

interviewers. orouns of teachers, Iparners or amounts of time spent

with the Descrintor, Early in the project, the'staf! did,attelopt to

Produce obcervational forms for verifying the information collected

about the analement techniques used for identifying loarners with

alternatives. The Practical difficulties encountered, however,

i

included 'solvinn nrocedural nroblems that had not been successful/

lapproached in *cast educational research: Many of these nroblems re

related to iderv,ifying and verifying the complex decision snaking'

mosses occurring within the classrooms offering 'many instructional

alternatives.

Those decision maiing nrocesses Must be identified and verifiedr

if meaningful educational (watch is to continue to analyze and,
e

describe the complex classroom ,Itvfronments injw6ich instructional

alternativesars being vnvided. Thus, this staff is still challenged!..

to nroduce verificatignMirms that can be used in a reliability study

of the nrogram information that is collected and recorded on the

9esrrotor for Individualized Instruction. Included within this

challenge, however, its the caution that it may not be Possible to

verify directly the reliability of information that rtfcri to the

decision making', processes !using used in in individualized instructional

nmngram

Tho fmnortance of this drawback to educational researchers cannot

he ove,errhas,zed The most important features ofArdividualized

CI
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;or

trItrutttnn hoi, the vIrtpvi nt) nPttons frt 13enti fled

and chosen 'or 19"Earner0 miv net to capable of het vierfied to the

.
eoent thtt an, lescriotion of that nrngrarn is "rp table' in the

tr4dIttonal son,ol'n, the trr If this is true, then meaningful

e;

resparo jinn rtio conflarative effectiveness of different strategieso

being used for individualtlinq instruction cannot be conducted. For

oxAmil e. stratenin,i that focus won 'stident responsibility- or

"diagnosis and nmscrintinn' cannot be comared.if there is no. way to
1 a

verify the dosrrintinn of these strategies in A coPnlexrinstructIOnal

Tnnexrerience of the authors suggests that d variety of

r' nand tc,ffinvnurs do occur in comolex nrograms (e.g., ni3grams,9

that are attemntinn to indiodualize aiong many of. the instructional
)4v . !

cnninnentS see Fiqure .) . To say" thatthe individualizing

stratenies haw, it,rd in these nrolramS Canna bP accurately recorded

and verified to an extent that is renuirc;(1 fo.r.scientific research

3y nn an unonnular statempnt with educational reselrchers. Yet

"WObtiPty mf.At be addressed and oursued by educational ripsqarchers

if r7ran3rinftil wintrical research into individual ized instruction is to

bre continued,

Sultahilitv of this Prvadtr._

A mom basic Sot Of issues raison by this Descri)tor for

IniArlirtinn is also sun10%ted for o4blic discussion

wt thin the community of nrWatinn.11 researchers It haS been stated

befnro chAt tho Dpscrintor Coffer, r'aradicial for inscribing certain

Or
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Irk

nrocedural features for individualizing instruction. The term

'paradigm" hos been (nose., carefully. The term has been used by

obserwirs of the scientific community to identify a set of categories

and relatinns lewd to infnllectually organize a large amount of
1

observed data. A naradigm is not a model, but is rather the set of

categories and relationships which may be used to make competing

models. In the field of physics, the paradigm (or set of categories

and nossible riodels) offered by Newton differs from the paradigm

(or set of catenories and nossiole models) offered by Einstein. Some

observers of educational research suggest that educators make public

tht oaradigms that are being used to organize the data to design

ac well as support or refute current theories of learning and
11

'current theories of instruction.

The paradigm (or set of categiries) suggested by the Descriptor

for describing in7,tructional procedures are the kinds of objectives,

learner aSsessment, sequence of units, learner rate of progress, kinds

of melli) usp.d, learner grouping patterns, ordering patterns of learning
.

activ7ty And assessment and recordkeepini! system. Although each of

these categories (with the nocsible exception of program pattern) are

11). For a diccusOon on the importance of aaradigms in the
sctentific community. see Thomas S. Whn, The Structure of Scientific
Pevnlutinnc. inietlyy University of Chica,i6-15s, 1970.

11. Anole emilhasiiec the need for this kind of discussion to
take place between educators in Michael W. Aripie, "The Adequacy of
Systems Management Procedureri in Education" in Perspfctives on
Management Systems Anproaches in flucation, A. Yera.T7rFiTewood ,

tducatin41--WhToTooi P.UfOications, 1973. p). 82-98.
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well known terms for educators and have been used in past research

studies to analyzeecer theories of effective instructional

procedures, the [)escripto is the first instrument that uses all

of these categories to describe the Procedural features of an

instructional program. This Paradigm, although including many of

the'featur5 mentioned in previous research, is also restrictive.

It allows for only certain kinds of models describing the instructional

procedures used within a program. For exle, the media component

of the Descriptor includes four categories of'media used (reading or

writing materials, 5ludio-visual materials, manipulative materials

and instructional situations where no media issed); the variety of

media available within each category and the average percent of time

that each student uses the four different kinds of media. This

compot;eqt-does not describe how this media is used by students (e.g.,

for thefr own constructional purposes or in what kind of grouping

Patterns) or the extent to which the media use may differ between

students Thus, although first impressions-of many educators towards

the Qescriptor are of its completeness in setting up categories

for the descrintion of instructional models, it_is important to

realize that the paradigm offered does not satisfy all possible models

for describing instructional procedures.12'

12. See, for example, Bruce R. Joyce, Alternative Strategies
for Elementary Education, Waltham, Mass.: BlaTiTOTTOTWITg
Comnany.,.190 and theaiscussion in M. Apple, 'Curriculum Design
and Cultural Order" in Educational Reconstruction: Promise and

Challenge. H. ShimahardMIT-TWIME-us, Ohio: ChaFfesMiWITI,
197T.
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There is also a paradigm used for categorizing the possible

techniques for individualizing each instructional procedure. The body

of past research in individualized instruction is relatively small

and based mostly On differences in learner rate rather than on the

other possible categories for instructional procedures (media,

sequence, etc.) Therefore, these categories have been arrived at

mostly through observational experience of the developers, discussions

with cdnsultants and practitioners of individualized instruction and

some logic. This paradigm for individualization includes the variety

of options used by learners, who chooses these options, th? extent

to Which recordil information is used In these decisions, who uses

this information, whether planning sessions are held 4n4 regularly

scheduled to make these decisions and who participates in these

planning sessions. The emphasis of this paradigm 'is upon the

management of the available alternatives including the decision making

processes occurring within an instructional program and the information,

supoort system offered within the program to make these'decisions.

Although this paradigm focuses upon the management of alternatives,

it also has been seen as offering a category system that is quite

complete when showing current operating or ideal techniques for

individualizing an instructional orograM. The authors suggest that this

is/not the only paradigm that is possible but our experience is that

it is very useful to emplOy when describing the prOced6res and strategies

being, applied in many different individualized instructional programs.

The paradigm can describe, for example, some of the specific methods
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used within a program to "personalize" the instruction, to provide

"student resnonsibility", program "accountability," certain "diagnosis

.and nrescriptiye" techniques and the program, provision of alternatives.

Together, th6 categories for instructional procedures and the

categories used to describe individualizing techniques provide an

extensive matrix paradigm.(Figure 2) for designing, describing or

analyzing individualized instructional programs.

The basic issues that the authors would like to see discussed

by educators are the exter' to which the paradigm offered for

instructional procedures is applicable to current models for instruction

4nd the extent to which the paradigm offered for individualizing

is applicable to techniques being used to individualize instructional

procedures. In a sense, the authors raise a challenge to educators. t6

Provide a more complete or useful paradigm with which to design,

describe and analyze different strategies for individualizing an

instructional program.

Conclusions

The Descriptor for Individualized Instruction must be suppdrted

by stronger measures of validity and reliability than'are now

before it. can be used for emnirical research into methodologies

used by indimidualized instructional Programs. In discussing the

problems that lie in determining the validity and reliability of the

Descriptor, sonr issues were raised that need be addressed in any

instrument describing the complex environments which are found in
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classrooms that are individualizing instruction. Researchers may

wish to redefine the term "reliability" when applied to decision

making in a complex environment. It was suggested'that two basic

paradigms offered by the Descriptor, one for instructional procedures

And one for individualization techniques, be discussed in terms of

their applicability to current models for individualizing instructional

nrograms.

vIf the Descriptor does prove to record, communicate and

differentiate between programs as efficiently as the developers'

experiences suggest, and if the paradigms. effectively transcribe

the various strategies being employed in individualized instructional.

nrograms, then the Descriptor may be an.important new instrument for

conducting empirical research into individualization of instruction.

In this case, the Descriptor may not Drily be used in answering

traditional kinds of questions about, different strategies being

used to individualize instruction, it may also be useeby

sociologists and economists to open, up certain procedural features

of instructional nrograms that have recently been regarded by
13

these researchers as only input, output process boxes.

However, before the Descrintor can be used as a viably and

reliable instrument for empirically analyzing procedural features

of individualized instruction, the issues raised about the paradigms

for instruction and individualization and the issues raised by the

4-

0

13. Coleman and Jencks, for example.
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reliability of the Descriptor as d descriptive, comparative

and communicative instrument must be addressed by membeA of the

educational research community. That these issues be resolved is

not only imperative for the continued development of the usefulness

of they Descriptor for Individualized Instrq44jon, it is also imperative

before more defi itive empirical research can be performed within

.

the complex vironments that are being operated and designed under

the term ''individualized instruction."

r


